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About This Game

About Hover Junkers

Hover Junkers is a VR with tracked controllers ONLY multiplayer shooter designed from the ground up for VR. Immerse
yourself in a virtual world of drought stricken future where junk hunters scavenge for scrap left behind. Choose from 17

different ships that range from tiny to huge to fit any size VR play area. Engage in multiplayer combat to claim scrap/loot and
defend against enemy players. Use scrap to fortify your Junker from incoming fire. Physically dodge, hide, and shoot from

behind the cover of your Junkers defenses.

Hover Junkers is unlike anything you've played.
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Title: Hover Junkers
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stress Level Zero
Publisher:
Stress Level Zero
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: Run on low settings only :(
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These types of games are lots of fun! Really hard to digest if you're not a weeb though.. definitly a good experience. Can't wait
for more cinematics in VR .. :D. Not very fun. Repetitive and unrewarding with game killing bugs.. Great Work out but glitchy
at times like some punches not registering which breaks my combo meter. Also the number of punches with each fist is un
balanced. I have to do way more left punches which might not work out my muscles evenly. More balancing and fine tuning
would be great!. So far what do i think of this game i think its an improvement in every way so i giive this game a go happy with
it so far on record this is what i think is good
-graphics-sounds-dirttracks- dust,tiresmoke-car models-tracks-thecontrol of cars
im sure theirs more positive stuff of the game but those are the main ones that i can think of that have been improved im very
very happy with my purchase im sure it has couple bugs here and their but i think those can be cleaned up over all thumbs up
dnt let me down tho keep on improving it and i bet you guys with have a decent comunity i dnt mean improving it releasing
DLC's we have to buy i mean improve the game lisent to the comunity free updates count too. again great game loving it..
PLEASE MAKE MORE USA SCEANERY LOVE AEROFLY BETTER THATN FSX
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it have few things in the game, but it is good. Pretty darn good vn.. Great locomotive! I totally recommend it and in my opinion
is one of the best Amtrak locos for Train Simulator. Not only this locomotive is used in Miami, it can be used all over the
United States like in Chicago, Pacific Surfliner and Horseshoe Curve like in real life. What I also love about the Dash 8 that it
has openable doors. It's so much fun and it's better with Fan Railer's mods with it's real horn. I can't believe they did a really
great job on this locomotive. Totally worth it!. Oculus Rift | GTX 1060 Gameplay (With Commentary):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSoHLVdzn7k

My Thoughts:
Ok I admit I'm a big fan of wave based shooters, but I'm a bigger fan of wave based shooters with progression and this game has
that by the bucket load. The game reminded me of a cross between Robo Recall and Raw Data and there was always something
new to look forward to around each corner. I loved the robots, the environment, the graphics and effects. this felt like a very
polished game.

Game Details:
Experience the thrill of VR action gaming in VINDICTA, a first person shooter game built for Virtual Reality. Feel part of the
action as you duck to avoid incoming bullets, climb, hide, crawl and shoot your way through an army of robots!. She can walk
on water.

Not only that, but she also seriously powers up when even on a tile adjacent to water (Superstrong + Regenerate + Double
Speed), and can generate puddles with some of her danmaku that also count as water and power her up, and... you get the idea.

Besides being completely overpowered in that regard, her Jump attack is pretty cool.

Edit: She also randomly curses enemies when they attack her, giving them a status ailment.. This game is a bit fun and funny, as
you try and fail repeatedly to control flight with nothing but left-right jet thrusters. Unfortunately, I experienced a great deal of
glitchiness in both the handling and landing, as well as the game menus and campaigns. It crashed a few times. Kudos for a
decent effort at something way different, but a reluctant thumbs down overall--the game lacks some needed tightening and
polishing.. mantep euy, mereun aing mereun.. XD. Free software... Check.
Good quality headphones or audio system... Check.
Swivel chair... Check.

Sit back and enjoy the show of this immersive 7 minutes mini opera.. Brings it back to the epicness [sic] of the original Phillip
of Macdeon campaign.. Cartoony graphics work well
Option to change height of holster
Fun now but will be awesome with multiplayer.

It's not apparent how to reload your guns.
Audio effects are lacking, looks but doesn't sound like High Noon yet.
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